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Introduction

• Transaction Network Services provide Global Managed Data Communications and
Interoperability Solutions to the Payments, Financial and Telecommunications
industries.
• For Payments, TNS network transported 27.3 Billion authorisation payment
transactions Globally in 2017.
• TNS UK transported 9 Billion payment transactions in 2017 of which 1 Billion
authorisation payments were from UK Point of Sales Terminals using traditional
PSTN connectivity.
• The TNS UK PSTN Dial Network provides Merchant to Acquirer connectivity for
many of the Leading Payments Processors.
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TNS UK Dial Network Connectivity
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TNS UK Dial Network
• TNS run real time trend analysis on all POS Authorisation transactions on a per
number basis. Generally all numbers are Freephone Non-Geo.
• Trend analysis will compare the current day against same day the previous week
and will highlight any variation exceeding 0.25%. Traffic profiling is generally
predictable as a result of consumer behaviour.
• Trend analysis by individual number allows the identification of possible customer
host issue or a potential wider CP issue and will be visible to the NOC within
minutes.
• Use of CLI information allows the identification of potential local regional or wider
national issues by the use of Heat Maps.
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The Start of the Migration from TDM to IP

• TNS has migrated 80% of the PSTN Dial traffic from TDM to IP interconnects over
the last 2 years. This move initially was driven by commercial challenges as a
result of pricing changes in 2016 which resulted in a 400% uplift in our dial minute
costs.
• The migration of 80% of traffic from TDM to IP interconnects was possible by
working with customers to introduce new Freephone Non GEO numbers into the
terminal so that the call routed via IPX instead of TDM interconnects. This was a
lengthy process and highlighted a number of issues.
• The remaining 20% will be more problematic to move due to limitations to
download new numbers to certain customer terminals. Options are currently being
reviewed.
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2018 TDM to IPX Interconnect Experience
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Issues highlighted

•

CP B migrated all TNS Dial traffic from TDM to IPX interconnect without TNS knowledge on
23/3. Due to an 8% increase in failure rate the change was reverted and re-scheduled on
19/4.

•

Note there was no material increase in the failure rate on 19/4. The original increase in
failure rate on 23/3 was diagnosed by the CP and was due to TNS only generating 150ms of
answer tone instead of the recommended 2.6s in the ITU V.22bis spec. TNS reconfigured
the modem profile to the correct values and the migration on 19/4 was successful.

•

The general average % of Modem Train up Failure has increased form 0.25% to 0.5%.

•

The overall average % failure rate has increased from 1.1% to 1.9%

•

The average call duration has increased between 0.6 to 1 second.
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Strategy
• The commercial impact in 2016 and the resultant TDM to IPX migration projects
highlighted the need for TNS to understand ‘what else’ was happening that might
impact the Dial Service either from a technical or commercial perspective in the
next 7 years.
• TNS enlisted the help of Industry Regulatory consultant Alex Jennings to provide
TNS with a clearer view of Industry changes over the next 7 years and the
potential impact to the TNS Dial Service.
• These discussions highlighted the need for TNS to develop a strategy that
looked at the impact both internally to TNS and also the TNS customers. We
clearly needed to engage with the right industry bodies to further understand
what was happening between now and the PSTN Switch off in 2025 and to be
able to communicate this message and strategy clearly to our customers.
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Industry Engagement
• In September 2017 TNS started to attend the monthly NICC ALL IP Task Group and
the Ofcom Migration of Voice Services to All IP Working group.
• NICC – Attendance at the NICC meetings has enabled TNS to engage with telco
architects and engineers who are close to the IP changes in their businesses and
who instinctively recognise the risk to TNS of the changes. In many cases these
individuals have allowed us a different way of engaging within the industry and
allowed TNS to further raise the awareness of the potential significant impact to the
UK POS Dial Business. A very supportive group.
• Ofcom – Attending Ofcom Working Group has provided an insight into the many
elements which need to be considered and will be affected by the transformation of
the UK communication infrastructure to IP. Also, it has provided an opportunity for
TNS to raise awareness of the UK POS Dial Service and concerns TNS has. Again,
Ofcom have been very supportive and have presented at TNS Head Office in
Sheffield.
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TNS Next Steps
• Active engagement with NICC, Ofcom and CP’s has helped TNS to put together
a clearer strategy and message that needs to be implemented both internally
within TNS and also with our customers.
• TNS are actively looking to move away from traditional TDM connectivity with our
service providers and implementing SIP trunk solutions to ultimately optimise the
IP connectivity into TNS. The need to remain ‘in spec’ for our modem
configurations is key to ensure smooth operability along the end to end call path.
• TNS have visited key customers and communicated areas for consideration with
regards to the key changes that might impact their service over the next 7 years.
There was good awareness of the 2025 PSTN switch off date, but most
customers had not fully understood the potential impact of the change at the
access layer with the introduction of new products such as SOGEA etc.
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Future Challenges
•

As CP’s implement their own IP strategies over the next 7 years, there is the potential to
disrupt existing services that use that network. One OLO recently moved their traffic from
TDM to IP interconnects unaware to TNS, this caused the POS transaction failure rate in
that local area to increase from 3% to 85%!
Direct conversation with the OLO resulted in the change being reverted and the
service restored. Subsequent testing is being carried out with TNS to find a way
forward so the OLO can complete the migration to IPX interconnect.

•

As the access layer changes over the coming years, Merchants will be offered new
products such as SOGEA. The banks have no control over which product/provider the
Merchant uses, so the ability for a service provider to highlight to a Merchant that their line
uses a ‘special service’ and they need to speak to their POS Service provider prior to the
cutover is key. A large percentage of POS terminals already have IP capability but the
Merchants plug the old cable into the old socket and still use PSTN.
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Conclusion
As the UK wide transition from TDM to IP happens over the next 7 years, there will
be many challenges, some of which have been highlighted in this presentation.
From a TNS perspective, the experience of engagement with CP’s, NICC and
Ofcom has been very positive. It’s been positive due to the level of engagement and
willingness from the above to get things right for the many services that might be
affected in this transition.
This effectively is a ‘community of interest’ and as such the ability to highlight
‘key’ migration activities and dates that might affect a service and ‘lessons learnt’
is vital. To hold such information centrally so it’s visible to the community, is also
key. The ability to share key information and experiences amongst all parties and
the need to support industry initiatives can only help in the migration from TDM to IP
experience.
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Thank You!
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